Computing the Diameter of the Space of Maximum Parsimony Reconciliations in the Duplication-Transfer-Loss Model.
Phylogenetic tree reconciliation is widely used in the fields of molecular evolution, cophylogenetics, parasitology, and biogeography to study the evolutionary histories of pairs of entities. In these contexts, reconciliation is often performed using maximum parsimony under the Duplication-Transfer-Loss (DTL) event model. In general, the number of maximum parsimony reconciliations (MPRs) can grow exponentially with the size of the trees. While a number of previous efforts have been made to count the number of MPRs, find representative MPRs, and compute the frequencies of events across the space of MPRs, little is known about the structure of MPR space. In particular, how different are MPRs in terms of the events that they comprise? One way to address this question is to compute the diameter of MPR space, defined to be the maximum number of DTL events that distinguish any two MPRs in the solution space. We show how to compute the diameter of MPR space in polynomial time and then apply this algorithm to a large biological dataset to study the variability of events.